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Abstract
Soil is an important but often poorly understood portion of the carbon
cycle. Soil can store more carbon than twice today’s atmosphere, but the factors
that control carbon storage are often unclear. Carbon enters the soil through
input of organic matter, erosion, and aerosol deposition and is lost mostly via
microbial decomposition. Carbon loss in soil is impacted by the chemical
composition of organic compounds, environmental factors, and human activities.
Furthermore, as climate changes soil, carbon storage may be vulnerable.
Although carbon can be stored throughout soil, carbon storage varies with depth.
In topsoil, carbon is stored for short periods of time through aggregation of
organic compounds with soil minerals, roots, and fungus. Subsoil can store
carbon for long periods because of mineral bonding; the process of organic
compounds attaching to the surface of minerals and becoming inaccessible to
microbes. Organic compounds bind to mineral surfaces in a layered, or zonal,
manner based on the polarity and binding strength of the compounds. In addition
to the zonal model, mineral bound organic compounds are impacted by mineral
structure and cation exchange, which can alter the attachment of organic
compounds. The interaction of organic compounds with soil minerals changes
with moisture and chemical inputs from plant roots. Recently, the increasing
threat of climate change has encouraged attempts to prevent soil carbon loss
and increase storage. In order to increase carbon storage and prevent loss, soil
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mineralogy, soil moisture, and plant roots are important to understand as
processes working together to control carbon storage. As such, better systems of
soil sampling and routine soil carbon monitoring that take into account soil
mineralogy, plant root depth, and soil moisture must be developed to determine
how soil carbon loss can be prevented and carbon amounts increased.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Carbon cycle and Storage
Soil is a critical component of the carbon cycle and represents the
largest portion of terrestrial organic carbon (e.g. Trumbore, 2009). Globally,
carbon will move between the atmosphere, ocean, soil, and lithosphere in a
process known as the carbon cycle (Figure 1.1). The mechanisms controlling the
carbon cycle within soil remain unclear. The main gap in understanding pertains
to carbon storage, also known as carbon sequestration when storage occurs for
long periods of time. As society looks for solutions for reducing atmospheric
carbon dioxide, soil carbon storage is of acute interest because soil can
sequester significantly more carbon than humans emit yearly. Soil can store up to
2500 Pg of carbon at the highest estimate, nearly 230 times the 11 Pg of carbon
(40 Pg of CO2) emitted yearly from fossil fuel use by humans (Le Quere et al.,
2018). Slowing the flux of carbon between the soil and the atmosphere can
reduce carbon loss from the soil and could potentially increase the amount of
carbon stored over decade to century timescales.
Although the amount of carbon in soil is less than the ocean or
lithosphere (Figure 1.1), soil is important because of the shorter timescales at
which carbon is cycled makes soil carbon more likely to be impacted by human
activity. For example, soil is thought to have lost up to ∼130 Pg of carbon, or 4-5
% of total carbon stored in soil since 1900 (Robertson, 2014; Sanderman et al.,
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2017). This loss is mainly due to erosion and agricultural tillage (Chappel et al.,
2016). As a result of rapid decreases in carbon storage within soil, it has become
critical to understand the mechanisms that control soil carbon storage and loss.

Figure 1.1- Soil carbon cycle with fluxes (arrows) and storage mediums knows
as pools. Diagram includes the Pg C of carbon fluxes from the ocean, atmosphere,
land, and lithosphere and the amount of carbon stored in each medium
(Archer, 2012; Olkers and Cole, 2008; Kansas State University Soil Carbon Center,
2012; and Falkowski et al., 2000).

Carbon storage is the balance between carbon entering (inputs) a
medium and carbon loss (Figure 1.2). Most soil carbon enters the soil through
root exudates and the decomposition of plant litter, or plant remains that
accumulated near the surface of the soil (Leppalammi-Kujansuu et al., 2014).
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After death, plants that decompose will release carbon gained from
photosynthesis (Lorenz and Lal, 2018). Carbon that is not decomposed by
microbes, as well as microbially processed organic matter, can be stored in the
soil (Figure 2). Carbon storage occurs when organic matter is stabilized and not
rapidly released as CO2. However, stored carbon can be lost over time through
erosion, leaching of DOC (organic compounds dissolved in soil water), and
microbial respiration, which contributes the largest portion of carbon lost from soil
as CO2 (Figure 2) (Trumbore, 2009). Carbon loss primarily occurs in the top 30
cm (Arrouays et al., 2001), due to increased microbial respiration. Carbon
storage is more likely occur in soil below 30 cm in depth.
Soil contains a variety of organic compounds that impact how fast carbon
is lost from soil. These compounds typically consist of hydrocarbons from plant
root exudates, and other compounds produced by microbes during respiration
(e.g., Guggenberger et al., 1994; Vives-Pries et al., 2020). Large organic
compounds are often broken down by microbes into smaller compounds, which
are lost through respiration more quickly than larger compounds. Many organic
compounds are also soluble in soil water, known collectively as dissolved organic
carbon (Moore and Dalva, 2001; Marschner and Kalbitz, 2003). Compounds
broken down by microbes effectively move between different carbon storage
pools (e.g. soil to atmosphere) (Figure 1.1), which may lead to increase carbon
lost by respiration to the atmosphere or transport of carbon to another parts of
the soil. However, the remainder of organic matter will be stored and not
immediately released as CO2 (Condron et al., 2010).
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1.2 Research conditions and carbon storage
The magnitude of carbon loss depends on soil conditions, such as
mineralogy, that impact microbial decomposition and carbon sequestration. For
example, the parent rock of a soil will determine the mineralogy of a soil, soil
formation, and speed at which soil is eroded which in turn affect how quickly
carbon cycling can occur (Angst et al., 2018). Soil conditions that impact carbon
storage also include large scale environmental factors. Environmental factors
that impact carbon storage are topography, land use changes (e.g., farm to
forest), amount and variety of plant life, temperature, and type of soil, such as
sandy or clay soils (Guo and Gifford, 2002; Steinbeiss et al., 2008; Andong et al.,
2016). Soil moisture, largely controlled by climate conditions, also impacts
carbon storage. Soil carbon storage is a complex process, often requiring many
areas of scientific research to understand comprehensively. The soil system is
often studied through one aspect of the soil, such as microbial ecology, pedology,
chemistry or mineralogy. A narrow scope of research is practical, but may often
miss critical balances between varied processes. The lack of communication
between sub-disciplines results in gaps in understanding the mechanisms
controlling carbon storage. No part of soil carbon storage can be adequately
understood through a single lens, especially if soil is to be held up as one
potential solution to climate change long term (Hawken, 2017; Wiesmeier et al.,
2019). Carbon storage in soil requires a more interdisciplinary approach to
research.
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Figure 1.2- The general pattern of carbon loss through microbial
decomposition leading to stabilized SOM, or stored carbon
(Trumbore, 2009). Carbon storage occurs when stabilized SOM is
not rapidly lost from the soil.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a comprehensive look at major
components of the soil in terms of chemistry and mineralogy which allow organic
matter to remain stabilized in soil. Primarily, the paper will discuss how minerals
in the soil are able to retain carbon and the impact of moisture and roots on
carbon storage. This will be done by analyzing the role of polarity in how organic
matter attaches to mineral surfaces. Additionally, the paper will discuss carbon
storage loss through cation exchange and how roots and moisture can increase
carbon loss from soil minerals. Finally, the paper will describe how soil carbon
can be accounted for and suggest soil attributes that need to be considered to
better monitor and potentially reduce soil carbon loss. Ultimately, this paper will
view soil carbon storage as a process impacted by geochemical and
environmental conditions of the soil.
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Chapter 2: Carbon Storage and Soil Stratification
Soil carbon storage is impacted by soil depth. Carbon storage first occurs
in surface soils. The majority of carbon storage research is based on data from
the top 30 cm of soil because there is more carbon in this layer than deeper soils.
However, surface soil is more prone to alterations by human activity (McCarthy,
2005). Surface soil carbon cycling is rapid due to large inputs of easily
decomposed organic matter that readily undergoes microbial degradation (Figure
1.2). This rapid cycling creates difficulties in determining precise amounts of
carbon stored in surface soil. Deeper soils have a different balance of carbon
inputs and losses than topsoil. There is a lower amount of organic carbon in the
subsoil, compared to soil above 30 cm (Batjes, 1996; Jobbagy and Jackson,
2000). The magnitude of carbon loss is also much lower than topsoils. As carbon
in deeper soil does not cycle as rapidly as surface soil, carbon remains stored for
longer periods of time.
In order to understand carbon storage within soil, a system of soil
classification must first be established. Soil can be classified in many ways, but
for the purposes of this paper, soil will be classified by surface and deep soils.
The soil closest to the surface is the topsoil, or soil above 30 cm in depth.
Following the topsoil is the subsoil; loosely defined as soil located below 30 cm in
depth.
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In some instances, subsoil is considered to be soil below 20 cm in depth (Rumpel
et al., 2012). The vertical distribution of soil results in different processes
between topsoil and subsoil that impacts how carbon is sequestered.
2.1 Carbon Storage in Topsoil
In topsoil, carbon storage occurs primarily through aggregation, a process
by which organic compounds are able to avoid microbial respiration by physically
attaching to soil particles (Mustafa et al., 2020). Aggregates are a portion of soil
that combines minerals, roots, microbial residues, and fungus into a larger
structure that creates the main physical conglomeration forming the soil (Six et
al., 2004). Initial aggregation occurs between minerals, fungal hyphae, and small
remains of plants, forming a microaggregate (Tisdall and Oades, 1982). Over
time, increasing amounts of carbon attaches to the microaggregate causing it to
increase in size or become a macroaggregate (Tisdall and Oades, 1982).
Carbon estimates in aggregates are complicated by aggregate structural
formation. Primarily, the hierarchal formation of aggregates from micro- to macrodoes not occur in all soils (Oades and Waters, 1991; Six et al., 2000).
Aggregation is also a relatively short term process easily disturbed by physical
breakdown from agricultural tillage and soil compaction (Menon et al., 2015),
which may reduce the amount of carbon stored in topsoil. However, it is generally
unclear how inherent soil properties, such as mineral and carbon content, and
age of soil organic carbon affect aggregate formation and associated carbon
storage. Estimates of the amount of carbon stored in aggregates is also
complicated by the depth at which the aggregates form (Wang et al., 2014).
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Most of the soil organic matter is located in topsoil, therefore aggregation is more
likely to occur in the top 30 cm. While aggregation is a carbon storage
mechanism in topsoil, there is little evidence to suggest that soil aggregates form
in the subsoil (Kravchenko et al., 2019). The lack of consistent aggregation
formation across soil depths, makes aggregation an unreliable method of carbon
sequestration in subsoils.
Current methodology of studying aggregates creates further difficulty in
correlating aggregation to carbon storage (Kravchenko et al., 2019). The quantity
of carbon within aggregates is based on the size the aggregate is crushed to
during lab analyses. Lab methods make it difficult to get accurate estimates of
carbon quantities in topsoil, as differing aggregate sizes will result in varying
carbon estimates. Furthermore, basic handling of aggregates can result in
physical breakdown that can affect carbon estimates. Although accuracy of
carbon estimates from aggregation are difficult to assure, globally topsoil is
estimated to contain around 200 Pg of carbon (Batjes, 2014), or about onetwelfth of the 2500 Pg total soil carbon estimates.
2.2 Carbon Storage in Subsoil
While topsoil carbon cycling is well understood, carbon found at depth is
often not accounted for in carbon storage estimates. This is in part due to poorly
defined parameters as to the depth limitations on subsoil. Subsoil carbon
estimates are further hampered by the general lack of studies conducted below 1
meter in depth (Rumpel and Kogel-Knabner, 2011; Peixoto et al., 2020). The lack
of defined depth parameters for soil carbon estimates creates uncertainties in
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estimating the total amount of soil carbon present and in understanding carbon
loss processes at depth (Trumbore, 2009). Although, carbon loss processes in
subsoil are not well researched, there is increased amounts of carbon storage
below 30 cm. Subsoil has reduced oxygen and therefore microbial content, which
slows carbon decomposition and reduces carbon loss to the atmosphere (Fierier
et al., 2003; Rumpel et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2019). Since soil contains organic
matter accumulated over time, it takes longer for organic compounds to reach the
subsoil than topsoil. Organic compounds that enter the subsoil are often
originating from compounds that were not used during microbial respiration in
topsoil and make up the compounds in the stabilized portion of organic matter
(Figure 2) (Kalbitz and Kaiser, 2008; Kindler et al., 2011; Kaiser and Kalbitz,
2012). Carbon loss due to microbial respiration is therefore reduced in subsoil.
Less rapid carbon cycling in subsoil results in increased sequestration of subsoil
carbon for longer amounts of time (Harrison et al., 2011).
2.3 Carbon storage and age
Subsoil carbon storage is most easily illustrated by examining the
relative age of soil organic matter as a function of depth (Figure 2.1). As exact
amounts of subsoil carbon are difficult to estimate; subsoil carbon is studied
through proxy factors, such as carbon age. Soil carbon is roughly divided into two
broad storage mediums: a fast and slow pool. Pool classification is based on age
of carbon and speed of input and loss. The fast pool is measured by the
presence of “bomb” carbon, indicating ages of decades (Torn et al., 1997). This
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pool has frequent inputs and losses and tends to be closer to the surface with the
topsoil containing mostly younger carbon (Figure 2.1) (Shi et al., 2020).
This correlation between radiocarbon content and proportion of new carbon
usually occurs regardless of soil type and in most climates (Balesdent et al.,
2018). The age of soil carbon usually increases with depth. Deeper soils are
depleted in radiocarbon, with little to no bomb carbon, indicating much slower
carbon cycling (Shi et al., 2020). Older deeper carbon pools have a mean age
upwards of 8000 years (Shi et al., 2020), indicating reduced carbon loss and
therefore increased storage.

Figure 2.1 – Percent of a soil sample that is new carbon represented
by age versus depth. The presence of older carbon indicates that
the carbon has undergone less exposure to microbial decomposition and
can be used as a proxy for carbon storage. The percentage of older carbon
increases with increasing depth, indicating carbon storage is increased
(Balesdent et al., 2018).
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Chapter 3: Mineral Bonding and Carbon Storage
The role of soil minerals is important to consider when analyzing the
processes that impact carbon storage. Soil can maintain carbon through physical
processes, such as aggregation, but these stored carbon is often lost from soil
quickly due to ease of destruction by physical processes. Soil minerals prevent
the loss of carbon by strong chemical attachment of organic matter to a mineral
surface, reducing the likelihood of decomposition. Although mineral bonding is
the most effective process at maintaining soil carbon, the amount of carbon that
is stored on mineral surfaces depends on the chemical composition of the
organic matter; cation exchange process that reduce organic matter attachment;
and environmental factors, such as soil moisture and roots.
3.1 Mineral Bonding: Definition and Minerals
Subsoil carbon has increased carbon age due to the primary storage
mechanism of mineral bonding that reduces carbon loss. Effectively, mineral
bonding “freezes” the carbon cycle by limiting the access of microbes to the
carbon thereby preventing decomposition. Mineral bonding is a chemical process
in which organic compounds attach to certain minerals in the soil (Tisdall and
Oades, 1982; Kalbitz et al., 2003; Lutzow et al., 2006; Kleber et al, 2007).
Mineral bonding is the main carbon storage mechanism in deep soil (Sollins et al,
2006; Schmidt et al., 2011; Poirier et al., 2020; Solly et al., 2020). The chemical
bounding of organic compounds to the surfaces of minerals is known as sorption
11

(Scheidegger and Sparks, 1996). The likelihood of organic matter bonding to
mineral surfaces, depends on the type and structure of the mineral. Sorption
primarily occurs on clay minerals (montmorillonite, vermiculite, illite, and chlorite)
and metal oxides (hydrous aluminum and iron) (Saidy et al., 2012; Poirier et al.,
2020). These minerals are short range order minerals that have an even spacing
of iron and aluminum atoms over only a small portion of the mineral structure
(Jackson, 1963; Sagger et al., 1994; Kleber et al., 2015). The rest of the
structure is amorphous and non-crystalline. The lack of solid crystalline structure
throughout the entire mineral surface enables sorption (Sun et al., 2016). An
amorphous structure also allows for increased interactions between the factors in
the soil environment, such as moisture and roots, and the mineral surface. As a
result, large amounts soil organic matter is stored on the surfaces of clay
minerals and metal oxides.
The sorption of organic compounds often depends both on the mineral
structure and organic matter composition in soil. In a study of temperate conifer
forests with similar amounts of annual moisture, similar annual temperature
ranges, and in the same climate; mineral content was found to be the defining
factor in determining the concentration of CO2 released from soil (Rasmussen et
al., 2008). In this study, organic matter from different pine species was added to
soils with varying amounts of short range order minerals. The soil with high
concentrations of short range order minerals had less CO2 emissions (depending
on the plant species the carbon input originated) than soil with low short range
order mineral content (Rasmussen et al., 2008).
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In a separate conducted under similar conditions, soils with higher short range
order mineral content, particularly iron oxides, had more than twice the amount of
stored carbon as soils with minimal short range order mineral content (GartziaBengoetxea et al., 2020). Due to the decreased loss of carbon from soil with high
short range order mineral content, it can be concluded that mineral structure can
increase carbon storage by reducing carbon loss from microbial respiration.
3.2 Specific Surface Area and Cation Exchange
Mineral surfaces, plant roots, and moisture interact in a process known as
cation exchange capacity (CEC) that determines the impact of soil mineral
sorption on carbon storage. Cation exchange is the measure of how many
exchangeable cations, such as calcium or potassium, can attach onto a mineral
surface or be removed, desorbed, back into the soil (Chapman, 1965; Wan et al.,
2020) (Figure 3). Exchangeable cations are cations in solution that are able to
substitute for cations on a mineral surface (Sonon et al., 2014). The ability of a
cation to attach to a mineral surface is determined by the specific surface area
(SSA) of a mineral, or how much space there is for cations and organic matter to
bind to a mineral surface. An increased surface area creates an increased
amount of space on the mineral surfaces and therefore an increased potential for
cation bonding (Macht et al., 2011).
Cation exchange functions as a carbon loss process; controlling both
cation and organic matter movement in a soil. Cation exchange is primarily a
process for plants to obtain nutrients, in the form of cations, not produced during
photosynthesis (Figure 3.1). However, the same process is also a mechanism for
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altering organic matter sorption onto mineral surfaces (Culman et al., 2019).
CEC occurs on clay mineral surfaces and metal oxides with a high specific
surface area (Eusterhues et al., 2005). Clay mineral surfaces are negatively
charged and can attract positive charged organic compounds (Solly et al., 2020).
Cations and organic matter attach to the mineral surface on negative charge
sites. As a result of higher specific surface area in clay minerals, there is more
space available for organic matter sorption onto the mineral surface. CEC is
therefore a proxy for organic matter sorption on soil minerals (Solly et al., 2020).
The process of cation exchange on clay mineral and metal oxides moves cations
to the roots. The roots then donate hydrogen atoms to fill the charge sites
evacuated by the cations (Sonan et al., 2014). This exchange is facilitated by
water that moves cations to the mineral surface from the roots and excess
cations from roots to clay minerals.
The impact of cation exchange capacity on carbon storage is difficult to
determine. This is in part because cation exchange is a reversible reaction
process (Chapman,1965). An increased CEC results in increased exchanges of
organic matter and compounds from the mineral into the roots. CEC may also
decrease the amount of sorption of organic matter on mineral surfaces as a
result of this exchange. A decrease in organic compound sorption could result in
reduced carbon storage as the organic matter that is not bound to a mineral
surface is then subjected to microbial respiration. CEC can have wide ranging
impacts on soil carbon storage. Cation exchange is not a process limited to
interactions between mineral surface and cations, but instead also encompasses
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mineral surfaces and plant roots. Furthermore, scientific understanding of CEC in
soil is often approached as an ecological problem. There is a limited
geochemistry view of organic matter sorption that does not fully explain mineral
bonding of organic matter. When CEC is studied from a geochemical standpoint,
the roots and moisture in the soil are often not taken into account. CEC is usually
understood as a surface interaction affecting where sorption can occur; limiting
complete knowledge of mineral bonding as a process impacted by environmental
conditions. However, it is necessary to understand both cation exchange and
mineral bonding in tandem.
CO2 Emissions

Figure 3.1 - Schematic demonstrating how CEC moves cations
(multicolored circles) from mineral surfaces to the roots. Cations move into the
roots for use by plants, but organic matter (orange sun shapes) also moves
towards the roots. The organic matter is decomposed by microbes and released
as CO2 (Blue arrow). Any extra cations or organic matter is removed from the area
around the roots if not being used by the plant. The vehicle for cation and organic
matter distribution is moisture (Adapted from Sonon et al., 2014).
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3.3 Mineral bonding via the zonal model
In order to understand mineral bonding and cation exchange as related
process, it is also important to illustrate how organic matter is bound to mineral
surfaces. The zonal model is used to demonstrate how organic matter can layer
onto a mineral surface resulting in increased carbon storage depending on type
of organic compound. Primarily, the zonal model is used to demonstrate that a
layered process of carbon storage is occurring on clay mineral surfaces (Kleber
et al., 2007). The compilation of the zonal model marks a paradigm shift in
illustrating mineral associated carbon sequestration. Previous models of mineral
bonding suggested organic compounds bond to mineral surfaces in single layers
that will coat the entire mineral (Mayer, 1994). Monolayer bonding is likely an
inaccurate representation of mineral bonding (Kleber et al., 2007).
Aluminosilicate clay minerals have been found to have less than 15 percent of
total surface covered by organic matter, however organic matter typically
accumulated in significantly thicker layers once surface coverage of organic
matter was at capacity (Kleber et al., 2007). This gap is explained by vertical
stacking of organic compounds into layers onto the mineral surface (Arnarson
and Keil, 2001; Kleber et al., 2007), providing evidence for the existence of the
zonal model on mineral surfaces. Furthermore, the zonal model can be also used
to explain how mineral surfaces with low amounts of sites for organic matter
sorption have the same amount of carbon as more clay rich soils (e.g. Araujo et
al., 2017).
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The zonal model can demonstrate interactions occurring between the
surface of minerals and organic compounds. Primarily, organic compounds are
bound to the mineral surface through sorption. Carbon storage of organic
compounds onto mineral surfaces is also impacted by entropic interactions
between organic compounds and polarity (Mitchell et al., 2018). Hydrogen
bonding is occurring between compounds closer to the mineral surface, in
addition to sorption of organic compounds on the mineral surface (Kleber et al.,
2007). Binding is also occurring between organic compounds not directly sorped
onto the mineral surface. Binds between organic compounds are maintained
when there is high energy required to break the chemical binds between
compounds. Polarity primarily influences where organic compounds will attach
onto the mineral surface (Chassin,1979; Weber et al., 1983; Kleber et al., 2007).
Differing polarities of organic compounds result in mineral bonding occurring in a
layered or zonal manner on the mineral surface (Kleber et al., 2007). This can
be thought of as the Wershaw bilayer model or a micelle that is made with the
organic material from decayed plant proteins, microbial lipids, and other
compounds that have both a polar and non-polar end that are on top of a mineral
surface (Wershaw, 1986; Kleber, 2007).
The first zone in the model is the contact zone (Figure 3.2). This layer
usually contains mostly aromatic compounds and iron oxides along with parts of
compounds with both a polar and non-polar end (Kleber et al., 2007). On high
charged mineral surfaces, aromatic compounds are in direct contact with the
mineral surface. In low charged or no charged mineral surfaces, such as
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smectites and kaolinites, organic matter will only bond if a protein layer is first
added (Kleber et al., 2007). In one study, it was found that the addition of
proteins to certain mineral surfaces can increase the sorption of organic acids,
such as phenolic acid (Gao et al., 2017, 2018). Organic matter in the contact
zone is least likely to undergo desorption and contributes most to carbon storage
because organic compounds in the contact zone are held directly to the surface
through mineral bonding and can attach to other compounds through hydrogen
bonding (Kleber et al., 2007).
The second zone is the hydrophobic zone (Figure 3.2). While this zone
and the contact zone both contain non-polar compounds, the hydrophobic zone
is distinct as this zone contains mainly hydrocarbons and non-polar compounds
with no metal oxides. The hydrophobic zone functions most similar to the
Wershaw micelle model (Wershaw,1986). This zone gives further protection to
contact zone compounds as a second non-polar layer protected from desorption
(Kleber et al., 2007). The hydrophobic zone is highly disordered and compounds
are bonded both to the contact zone and polar outer region via entropic
interactions (Kleber et al., 2007). Carbon in the hydrophobic zone is also difficult
to remove and contributes to carbon storage. Mineral bonding in the hydrophobic
zone depends on relatively stabilized conditions within the soil. Any change in the
amount of organic matter, pH, or moisture may cause gaps in the layers (Kleber
et al., 2007), which will disrupt zonal bonding and expose previously protected
layers to potential desorption and carbon loss.
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Mineral Surfaces
Figure 3.2 – The zonal model with organic compounds grouped by polarity. There a
parts of compounds with polar and non-polar ends, as well as aromatics and iron
oxides are attached to the mineral surface (left). The hydrophobic zone (center) is a
similar composition to the contact zone, but does not contain iron oxides. Polar
compounds are in the outer zone (right). The sorption of the compounds onto the
mineral surface depends on number and type of charge sites as polarity of the
functional group of the compound (Kleber et al., 2007). In a mineral surface that has
a low number of charge sites, a protein layer must first be added on top of the
mineral surface (shaded center left) for bonding to occur.

The third zone is the polar zone. Polar compounds in the kinetic zone are
in a state of constant flux between the soil and the mineral surfaces. Compounds
in the kinetic zone are numerous and varied, with a mix of metal cations and
many other functional groups (Kleber et al., 2007), including hydrocarbons and a
small amount of aromatics (Figure 3.2). These compounds are generally
considered amphiphilic, having both a polar and non-polar end (Gao et al., 2019).
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Water can also be found within the kinetic zone (Figure 4) as this zone needs
moisture to coordinate the flux of compounds undergoing sorption and desorption
from the mineral surface and other zonal layers. The kinetic zone is the zonal
layer most impacted by increases in carbon and water.
Composition and amount of carbon input determines compound position
within the zonal model, the thickness of the zonal layers, and the number of
layers that are bound to the mineral surface. Low inputs of specific types of
carbon could result in discontinuous mineral bonding of organic matter with not
all three layers being present over the entire mineral surface or at any given time
(Kleber et al., 2007). However, an increased abundance of organic compounds
would increase the thickness of the kinetic zone (Kleber et al., 2007). An increase
in carbon in the kinetic zone provides more protection to the non-polar
compounds in the hydrophobic and contact zones, and increases the amount of
carbon in all three layers as non-polar compounds will migrate closer to the
mineral surface (Kleber et al., 2007). However, there are uncertainties within the
zonal model. For example, the dividing lines between the layers are not well
established and highly disordered with no clear boundary between zones
(Possinger et al., 2020). Further, buildup of organic matter may eventually reach
a point where mineral surfaces are saturated with carbon and cannot adsorb
more organic matter. This could potentially weaken organic mineral bonds in an
effect commonly referred to as the carbon saturation threshold (Feng et al.,
2014).
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3.4 CEC should be studied with the zonal model
Although the zonal model is useful for illustrating how organic matter is
stored through entropic interactions and mineral bonding, it is also important to
understand that entropic interactions and the zonal model are not the only factors
that impact mineral bonding of organic matter. Cation exchange governs the
sorption of organic matter onto mineral surfaces (e.g. Kaiser et al., 1997; Gu et
al., 1994; Feng et al., 2005), however the impact of CEC on the zonal model is
not well understood. This is in part because the role of CEC in mineral bonding is
varied and some evidence indicates that CEC may not matter for compounds in
hydrophobic and kinetic layers. For example, a study indicated that clay minerals
of kaolinite and montmollernite have different SSA and CEC (Mitchell et al.,
2018). These minerals are able to sorb differing amounts of organic compounds
and would have different amounts of carbon storage. However, as carbon built up
on the mineral surface, organic matter attached to the kaolinite and
montmorillonite had similar entropic interactions and possibly similar amounts of
carbon storage (Mitchell et al., 2018). Effectively, this study demonstrates that as
mineral surfaces become more saturated with carbon, entropic interactions
between the organic compounds are more likely to bind organic compounds in a
zonal formation than sorption of organic compounds onto a mineral surface
(Mitchell et al., 2018; Kleber, 2007). The binding of organic compounds will
prevent desorption and minimize subsequent carbon loss (Mitchell et al., 2018;
Kleber et al., 2007). In this view, there is limited use for CEC as a proxy for
carbon storage, as binding is more important for carbon storage than CEC.
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However, cation exchange should not be treated as a process only
occurring on mineral surfaces. There are a large variety of binding mechanisms
between organic compounds (Sanderman et al., 2014) that impact carbon
storage within the hydrophobic and kinetic zones. The differing strengths of
different types of entropic interactions between organic compounds will result in
the zonal layers having different degrees of susceptibility to desorption
(Sanderman et al., 2014). As a result, there will be differing degrees of impact of
mineral bonding on carbon storage (Sanderman et al., 2014). Cation exchange
needs to therefore be considered as impacting carbon storage within the zonal
model. For example, the compounds in the contact zone have strong entropic
interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, between the organic compounds and
mineral surface (Kleber et al., 2007). Carbon in the contact zone would then
increase carbon storage (Figure 3.3) as the bonding mechanisms would suggest
that compounds in the contact zone are not subjected to CEC and are therefore
hard to remove from the mineral surface.In the kinetic zone compounds are
indirectly bonded to mineral surfaces from weak entropic bonding forces (Kleber
et al., 2007). Weaker entopic interactions in the kinetic zone results in increased
potential for desorption (Kleber et al., 2007). The majority of desorption and
carbon loss from mineral bonded organic matter may be from organic
compounds in the kinetic zone. The process of CEC results in desorption and
sorption of organic matter occurring simultaneously within the zonal model
(Figure 3.3).
CO2
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Figure 3.3 – Schematic of zonal bonding interacting with moisture and exhibiting
both carbon storage and release for a clay mineral. DOC and root exudates
(green arrows) are the primary sources of organic compounds and bind onto the
mineral surface based on polarity. While non-polar compounds (orange) are stored via
mineral bonding, polar compounds (purple) are able to be decomposed by microbes
(black rhombus) as a side effect of CEC near roots (brown shapes). Cations are
purple or orange squares. Purple cations are used by roots for nutrient supplementation.
Orange cations remain inaccessible to roots and are directly attached
to the mineral surface.

3.5 Mineral bonding: methods
In order to understand that the zonal model and cation exchange should
be researched in tandem, it is first necessary to understand how mineral bonding
is quantified. It is important to note that CEC is quantified separately from mineral
bonding, in part because CEC depends on extraneous and changeable soil
conditions, such as pH. CEC is usually quantified by ionic strength (e.g. Sumner
and Miller, 1996). However, mineral bonding is studied using density fractionation
coupled with spectroscopic techniques, such as x-ray (Kreyling et al., 2013; Liu
et al., 2013; Poirier et al., 2020). Synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) is used to
determine mineral composition and identify minerals within a soil. Synchrotron Xray diffraction is the most common form of x-ray used to identify soil minerals,
because of the ease at which SXRD can separate parts of the soil complex into
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distinct wavelengths. SXRD can therefore assist in identifying minerals within a
chemically complex soil, where mineral composition is otherwise difficult to
separate from other components of the soil (Sharma and Hesterberg, 2020).
SXRD has been used to identify differences in mineral composition in soil
impacted by fires. In Australia, this technique assisted in determining the impact
of fire on amounts of aluminum and iron in topsoil and subsoil (Yusiharni and
Gilkes, 2012). The results of this study indicated that heat causes mineral
dissolution and loss of bound carbon from iron and clay minerals as aluminum
concentrations were higher in burnt soil in contrast to unburnt soil (Yusiharni and
Gilkes, 2012). Unburnt subsoil contained higher amounts of iron as well,
indicating carbon would likely be more stabilized on mineral surfaces before a fire
than immediately after. Soil type is also important, with most mineral composition
changes occurring in soil containing minerals with high specific area (clays)
(Yusiharni and Gilkes, 2012). Effectively, SXRD can demonstrate that changing
mineral composition will likely impact the amount of carbon stored or lost from a
soil. There will likely be an impact on cation exchange and organic matter
movement in soil with altered mineral composition; highlighting the need for
cation exchange to be explored more in context of mineral bonding and carbon
storage.
Density fractionation is another effective method of studying mineral
bonding because mineral bonding usually occurs in the densest fractions of the
soil (Poirier et al., 2020). In subsoils, sequential density fractionation is used to
determine how much organic matter is associated with specific minerals (Poirier
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et al., 2020). Density fractionation works by dividing samples at all depths into
density fractions up to 2.6 g cm-3 based on mineral content of bulk soil samples
as taken from instruments such as X-Ray spectroscopy (Jones and Singh, 2014).
Density fractionation of subsoil has indicated that high density fractions are
associated with minerals and likely contain sequestered organic material
regardless of topsoil or subsoil (Poirier et al., 2020, Jones and Singh, 2014).
Density fractionation also revealed that there was more mineral bonded organic
matter in subsoil than top soil. Denser parts of subsoil have higher mineral
amounts than topsoil and contained higher carbon concentration than in topsoil
(Poirier et al., 2020).
Once the bulk soil has been density fractionated, it is easier to analyze for
organic carbon and mineral content. The organic carbon composition is
commonly studied using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). NMR allows for an
assessment of organic compounds within the soil and does not require risking
potentially incomplete extraction of organic matter (Kogel-Knabner, 1997). NMR
is particularly useful for analysis of soil samples containing smaller size
compounds, such as oxalic acid (Preston, 1996), that may be lost in other
extraction methods. The mineralogical content of soils can change the
effectiveness of using NMR to study the organic carbon composition. Since clay
rich soils store larger amounts of carbon, NMR is of most use in clay rich soils
(Belesdent and Mariotti, 1996; Christensen, 1996; Kogel-Knabner, 1997). In soil
with lower amounts of clay, there is often less carbon stored and NMR becomes
difficult to use (Kogel-Knabner, 1997). In order to quantify the how organic
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carbon may be interacting with minerals, density fractionated soils are often
subjected to X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, which can provide information on
the surface composition of the minerals (e.g. Jones and Singh, 2014). NMR and
Xray data of the density fractionated soils can be combined to provide insight into
the organic matter and mineral composition of soil.
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Chapter 4: Moisture
4.1 Compound orientation and polarity
The magnitude of soil carbon loss due to desorption is dependent on
environmental factors such as moisture. Water in soil interacts with organic
matter in two ways. First, water moves organic matter throughout the soil (e.g.
Newcomb et al., 2017). Additionally, organic compounds impacted by zonal
model layering on mineral surfaces are usually dissolved in soil water and will
often have both polar and non-polar functional groups (Gao et al., 2019). As a
result, sorption of organic compounds across a mineral surface varies by the
orientation of attached organic compounds facing soil water and will determine if
carbon storage can occur (Figure 4.1) (Doerr et al., 2000). For example, organic
compounds that are hydrophobic will have a non-polar functional group directed
towards water. As non-polar compounds are repelled by water, the mineral
surface will become hydrophobic and adsorption of water will become difficult
(Mao et al., 2019).
The polarity of a mineral surface is determined by entropic interactions
between the dipoles of different organic compounds when reacting to water
(Mainwaring et al., 2013), as well as position within the zonal model. The spatial
distance of organic compounds from a mineral surface can also impact the
polarity of a mineral surface. For example, weaker binds are more common as
compounds approach the kinetic zone (Figure 3.2) (Daniel et al., 2019).
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Compounds in the kinetic zone are also usually more polar. As a result,
compounds in the kinetic zone will be removed into the soil faster than
compounds in the inner layers. Desorption of polar compounds, as a result of
exposure to moisture, will often leave only non-polar compounds facing the soil
water (Gao et al., 2019). This can create mineral surfaces that are non-polar
(Gao et al., 2019). As a result of hydrophobicity, compounds on mineral surfaces
are resistant to the removal of organic compounds that occurs as a result of
cation exchange and moisture exposure. Compounds in the hydrophobic zone
with polar ends may then reorientate to have the polar functional end facing the
water (Figure 4.1), oscillating the mineral surface between a polar and non-polar
mineral surface (Doerr et al., 2000). However, hydrogen bonding and other
strong entropic interactions that are occurring between the mineral surface and
compounds in the contact or hydrophobic zone (Kleber et al., 2007) would
prevent complete desorption of non-polar compounds into the soil. As a result,
there would be increased carbon storage on the mineral surface. The full impact
of moisture adsorption on soil minerals is ultimately beyond the scope of this
paper, but a basic overview of soil moisture is required to understand a critical
environmental condition, water repellency, that can impact soil carbon storage.
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Figure 4.1- Organic compound functional group orientation impacts the ability
of minerals to adsorb water (Doerr et al., 2000). This specifically demonstrates
how mineral surfaces can be become hydrophilic after being hydrophobic. The
non-polar ends of a amphiphilic compound are facing out from mineral surface,
until moisture is presented. The compounds switch alignments so the polar end
is facing the incoming moisture. This allows for water to enter the mineral
surface and creates potential for cation exchange and loss of organic matter in
zonal layers closer to the mineral surface.

4.2 Water Repellency
The ability of soil to absorb water is varied with some soils exhibiting water
repellency, or an inability to absorb water (Doerr et al., 2000). Water repellent
soils have mineral bonding patterns that contain more hydrophobic, non-polar
organic compounds than polar compounds. Water repellency occurs when
capillary action and cohesion, the forces holding water to soil, are blocked by a
layer of organic material that acts as a barrier between water and the soil (Figure
7) (Hallett, 2007; Mao et al., 2019). Soil that is water repellent has balls of water
that are formed on the soil surface instead of absorbing into soil (Figure 4.2)
(Doerr et al., 2000; Adam, 1963).
Water repellency occurs in conjunction with certain soil and environmental
conditions. The amount of moisture in soil is likely to change as a result of
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climate change. Soil moisture changing is a concern for carbon storage because
there is a well-documented increase in carbon emissions if a soil comes in
contact with moisture after a period of dryness (e.g. Jarvis et al., 2007; Unger et
al., 2010) This is known as the Birch Effect, The Birch Effect is usually associated
with topsoil and remains unclear if the Birch Effect can impact subsoil carbon
storage (Birch,1958; Sanchez-Garcia et al., 2020). As water repellency can
potentially increase carbon loss, moisture is an important environmental factor on
carbon storage to understand.
The impact of water repellency will vary by soil mineralogy and ultimately
by broad definition of soil type. It should also be noted that these factors
controlling water repellency often have regional and climatic variations. Sandy
soils, for example, have large grain sizes, less surface area and are considered
to be more hydrophobic than other soil types (Harper et al., 2000). Arid or desert
soils also demonstrate water repellency (e.g., Jaramillo et al., 2000), as minerals
in these soils are hydrophobic due to the organic compounds rarely being
exposed to moisture that would alter compound orientation (Figure 4.1). For
example, clay soils have increased surface area that normally makes these soils
less prone to hydrophobic barrier formation. Clay minerals will usually
demonstrate a large capacity for mineral bonding, due to high specific surface
area increasing available sites for cation exchange and organic compound
bonding. As a result of more specific surface area, organic matter bonding to clay
minerals lessens the risk of complete exposure of all bond compounds to
moisture. In clay mineral soils organic matter directly bonded to the mineral
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surface will not be released as more non-polar compounds are attached to
mineral surfaces and less likely to be desorbed into the soil (Feng et al., 2014).
Although most carbon storage occurs in clay rich mineral soil, the presence of
aluminosilicates can limit the amount of carbon stored in a soil. An excess of clay
in soils (up to 23% clay content) and 13% coverage by organic content over the
mineral surface, creates water repellency in clay soils by forming a hydrophobic
surface barrier (Singer and Ugolini, 1976; McGhie and Posner, 1980). Clay soil is
also more likely to demonstrate a non-polar preferred compound orientation
(Mainwaring et al., 2013), that will likely increase water repellency as this soil
may be more prone to hydrophobic barrier formation. Increased water repellency
will most likely reduce the amount of carbon that can be sorped to the mineral
surface through cation exchange.
On the other hand, when different minerals are present, moisture can
increase carbon storage. Increased moisture has the inverse effect in soils with
hydrous iron and aluminum. Moisture will cause organic matter to be released
from iron and preferentially bond to aluminum (Inagaki et al., 2019), inducing a
phase change. In moist hydrous iron and aluminum soils, aluminum is the
dominant mineral undergoing sorption with organic matter to induce mineral
bonding (Inagaki et al., 2019). However, the mechanism for how carbon sorbs to
aluminum has yet to be fully described, limiting knowledge of carbon storage in
soil dominated by aluminum.
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Figure 4.2 - Example of behavior of
non-polar oriented organic compounds
when interacting with water. Non-polar
compounds force water to adhere to self
and form a ball on the surface of soil (top)
versus polar oriented organic compounds
that spread out across the water molecule
and allow for absorption into soil
and adsorption onto mineral surfaces (bottom)
(adapted from Mao et al.,2019).

The amount and type of carbon bound to the mineral surface can also
impact water repellency. For example, soil with mineral surfaces that have high
amounts of bound carbon can demonstrate water repellency as the hydrophilic
oriented compounds in the kinetic zone are able to attract other functional groups
that have a hydrophobic orientation (Gao et al., 2019). Although compounds with
both non-polar and polar ends exist in the zonal model as portions of full
compounds, the orientation of these compounds is thought to be a significant
factor in soil water repellency (Gao et al., 2019). Water repellency can also alter
the soil organic compounds creating changes in the chemical makeup of the soil.
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For example, water repellent soils have amphiphilic compounds of 16 or more
carbons; larger carbon chains than found in hydrophilic soils (Mainwaring et al.,
2013; Daniel et al., 2019). Alkanes are thought to increase water repellency in
soil but experimental evidence for this remains to be seen (Hallett, 2007).
The most important compounds in water repellent soil are carboxylic acid.
There is some disagreement about the role of carboxylic acid in desorption of
mineral bonded carbon, although carboxylic acid is needed for cation exchange.
In some cases, water repellent soils have been found to have higher
concentrations of long-chain carboxylic acids (Atanassova and Doerr, 2010; Mao
et al., 2015; Morley et al, 2005; Horne and McIntosh, 2000; Llewellyn et al.,
2004). However, some soils have also been found to have lower carboxylic acid
concentrations (Inagaki et al., 2019). In water repellent soil with high amounts of
carboxylic acids, cation exchange could still occur; the amount of carbon stored
in the soil would likely be under normal conditions as movement of organic
matter can still occur between mineral surfaces and soil. Lower carboxylic acid
concentrations in water repellent soil will decrease cation exchange, reducing the
amount of bonding that can occur between organic compounds and iron mineral
surfaces (Inagaki et al., 2019). Therefore, carbon storage will be decrease if
carboxylic acid is reduced. However, regardless of carboxylic acid
concentrations, the lack of moisture to move organic matter from the root zone
and topsoil also will prevent new carbon from undergoing sorption onto the
mineral surfaces. Water repellency may maintain carbon already bonded onto
mineral surfaces, but does not increase storage.
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Chapter 5: Roots
5.1 Roots: Inputs and Storage
In addition to moisture, carbon loss is increased by the secretions of plant
roots. Most subsoil carbon input is entering from surface layers after being
broken down by decompositional processes, but roots create carbon that is
directly input into subsoil. Input from root carbon does not require the eventual
decomposition of litter from the topsoil to reach deeper layers (Rasse et al.,
2005; Hicks Pries et al., 2017), and is the primary source for soil carbon in
subsoil layers (Rumpel and Kogel-Knabner, 2011). For example, 50-70% of soil
carbon in the boreal forest is estimated to originate from root carbon
(Clemmensen et al., 2013). Subsoil carbon from roots contains various
compounds from dead root cells, root exudates, and mucus (Rasse et al 2005,
Heinemeyer et al., 2007; Rumpel and Kogel-Knabner, 2011). Depending on
regional climatic factors, direct input of root carbon into an otherwise slow cycling
carbon system has the potential to alter the balance of carbon storage in subsoil.
In some soil types, carbon decomposition as a result of root exudate dramatically
increased (by 380%) due to increased exposure to microbial respiration (Chen et
al., 2013).
Root exudates have a large impact on carbon storage because exudates
can increase microbial respiration. Glucose and amino acids are the primary
compounds roots secrete, along with small amount of organic acids (Jones and
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Darrah, 1994; Koo et al., 2006). These root exudates secretions attract microbes
to the portion of soil immediately surrounding plant roots. The area around the
roots is a zone of active microbial decomposition where breakdown of organic
material and uptake of cation nutrients occurs. Secretions of root exudates allow
plants to survive and uptake nutrients from soil. These root excretions will result
in a decrease in soil carbon storage.
Carbon loss due to root exudates is impacted by root depth (Rumpel and
Kogel-Knabner, 2011), along with varying environmental conditions. For
example, shrubs may have a different impacts than trees on carbon inputs into
soil, as shrubs typically have a shallower root system than a tree. Generally,
roots of many plant species extend well below the 30 cm mark, with some
species of trees extending meters below the topsoil and up to 70 meters in depth
(Fan et al., 2017). However, plant root depth can depend on climatic conditions
as well. In cold areas, the largest amount of carbon was found to be at a deeper
in the shrubland soil than in forest soils (Jobbagy and Jackson, 2000).
Additionally, the areas with most subsoil carbon were tropical evergreen forests
(Jobbagy and Jackson, 2000), indicating that while cold climates can increase
carbon associated with roots, warm climates can have the same affect
depending on plant species. Research on root impact on carbon storage has
produced conflicting results which vary by plant type, climate, and how deep
within the soil samples were taken in relation to the plant roots.
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5.2 Subsoil: Tongue and Matrix
The impact of root exudates on carbon storage depends on location within
the subsoil. Subsoil is divided into root zones and matrix zones (Chabbi et al.,
2009). Matrix zones are areas not affected by roots (Figure 5.1). Root zones are
places of active root activity and are present in soil even after roots have
decayed (Figure 5.1). In root zones, or tongues, root exudates are still chemically
affecting the soil (Chabbi et al., 2009). Root zones are formed because roots
extend into the same place each time as a result of decreased energy use in
repeated locations of root growth (Arredondo et al., 2019). In subsoils, carbon
loss most likely occurs within soil tongues (Rasse et al.,1999; Chabbi et al.,
1999). Soil tongues can create spaces where microbial decomposition can occur
at depth where decomposition would otherwise not be prevalent. Soil tongues
may create the primary entrance for carbon in subsoils (Bundt et al., 2001).
Exudates that are secreted into the soil tongues can break apart the
bonds formed between minerals and organic matter, and thereby reduce carbon
storage in subsoil. The most important root exudate is a carboxylic acid known as
oxalic acid. The release of oxalic acid into the soil solubilizes mineral nutrients
and re-mineralizes organic matter as CO2 (Koo et al., 2005, Keiluweit et al.,
2015). Oxalic acid, more so than glucose, results in increased mineralization of
carbon (Keiluweit et al., 2015). When soil was treated with either oxalic acid or
glucose, it was found that oxalic acid treatments released double the CO2 than
the glucose treated soils (Keiluweit et al., 2015).
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5.3 Root oxalic acid and mineralogy
The magnitude of carbon loss due to root supplied oxalic acid depends
on soil mineralogy. Oxalic acid impacts the soil by lowering the pH (e.g.
Rukshana et al., 2011). In reactive iron minerals, low pH will result in the
mobilization of iron compounds into the soil (Colombo et al., 2013). Oxalic acid
exposure will remove iron cations within a mineral structure that are then
replaced with aluminum (Keiluweit et al., 2015). During this replacement, iron
based mineral complexes will then become more disordered as replacement
occurs. The temporarily disordered mineral structure makes it difficult for new
organic compounds to attach to mineral charge sites, and therefore mineral
bonding is decreased (Figure 8) (Keiluweit et al., 2015). The time estimations for
the mobilization vary from instantaneous to over several weeks and ensures that
during the course of cation replacement, carbon is also removed from the mineral
surface (Colombo et al., 2013; Keiluweit et al., 2015).
Iron mineral exposure to oxalic acid cause dissolution of the mineral and
will release previously bound organic compounds into the soil (Ding et al., 2021).
Iron mobilization occurs as a result of oxalic acid release because plants need
iron for biological process (Colombo et al., 2013). Although previously mineral
bound carbon is released from the mineral surface during iron mobilization, oxalic
acid is able to be adsorbed onto the mineral structure (Keiluwiet et al., 2015). As
iron cations are replaced, the carbon previously sorped onto the mineral surface
remains accessible to microbes because this carbon is not able to resorb onto
the aluminum mineral structure (Figure 9) (Keiluweit et al., 2015). Effectively,
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oxalic acid exposes organic matter to decomposition by binding to metals and
clay minerals (Jones et al., 2003; Neumann and Roemheld, 2007; Keiluweit et
al., 2015) and making stored carbon available for decomposition (Chabbi et al.,
2009; Keiluweit et al., 2015) (Figure 5.2).The minerals that are impacted by
oxalic acid secretion include crystalline minerals that contain a layer of poorly
bound organic matter on the surface. Organic carbon that is not well attached to
a crystalline mineral surface is subjected to root interference (Keiluweit et al.,
2015). Poorly crystalline minerals as well as hydrous iron and aluminum would
also be subjected to root interference. Oxalic acid in these minerals would initiate
replacement of iron cations to aluminum cations. However, carbon storage on the
surface of some minerals is not impacted by oxalic acid. The reduction of carbon
from oxalic acid exposure does not occur on crystalline minerals where organic
matter is strongly attached to the mineral surface and iron cation replacement
cannot easily occur (Rasmussen et al., 2007; Keiluweit et al., 2015).
The replacement of iron cation with aluminum cations has varying impacts
on carbon storage as determined by the zonal model. The weaker entropic
interactions in outer layers of the zonal model would make compounds in the
kinetic zone most susceptible to desorption as a result of oxalic acid exposure.
The removal of the outer layer of carbon compounds would then expose
compounds within the contact and hydrophobic zone to oxalic acid making these
compounds vulnerable to desorption and potentially decomposition (Figure 5.2).
As a result, there would be a temporary release of all compounds bound onto the
mineral and carbon loss would occur.
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Tongue

Soil
Matrix

Figure 5.1- Root zones, or tongues (inside yellow line) and
matrix zones (outside yellow line) in a subsoil layer
(Adapted from Chabbi et al., 2009). The chemical reactions
in the tongue give a visibly lighter coloration than the soil matrix.

The impact of oxalic acid on carbon storage is dependent on relative age
of the soil where root growth is occurring. The loss of carbon due to oxalic acid is
most likely to happen during periods of root growth in older soils, but root
exudates can also increase carbon storage in younger soils (Collignon et al.,
2012; Arredondo et al., 2019). Exudates and roots can induce weathering of soil
parent rock. Weathering creates mineral bonds upon initial introduction to young
soil but disrupts bonds if introduced to weathered, older soil (Arredondo et al.,
2019). In younger soil, root exudates erode feldspars and quartz creating carbon
accumulation in soil by forming organic mineral bonds between poorly crystalline
iron and aluminum minerals (Arredondo et al., 2019). Root exudates also help
the solidification of clay mineral structures after initial entry into the soil, thus
creating the mineral structures for organic matter to bind to over long term
(Arredondo et al., 2019).
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5. CO2

Figure 5.2- Schematic diagram of oxalic acid affecting the mineral structure and
releasing organic compounds. Oxalic acid and root carbon disrupt zonal mineral bonding
of currently sequestered carbon (1 and 2). Oxalic acid cause mobilization of iron into
soil and aluminum replaces iron in the mineral structure (referred to as phase change
on this diagram) (3A). Originally sequestered carbon is exposed to CEC processes
during phase change (3B) and transported to root zone where normal CEC process
can occur (4) that will emit CO2 (5). Organic compounds not used by the plant are left
outside the root zone in soil pores and in soil water (7). These compounds are
exposed to microbes and do not re-bound to the mineral once a phase change
from iron to aluminum has occurred. Carbon that originated from roots along with the
oxalic acid secretion is bonded to aluminum minerals (6 and 7). Carbon is stored after
phase change but no new carbon is added to the mineral surface for sequestration
(Adapted from Keiluwiet et al., 2015).
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Chapter 6: Improving carbon sampling/monitoring
This review has highlighted how conditions such as roots, moisture, and
mineralogy, can impact soil mineral carbon storage. The predictability of how
roots and moisture impact carbon storage, and therefore by extension how
mineral bonding functions as a carbon storage process, is dependent on stable
climatic conditions. The imposing threat of climate change may impact how much
soil carbon stored. However, soil has the potential to become part of the solution
to anthropogenic climate change if carbon storage can be increased. Soil could
potentially serve as short term solution however; soil sampling must be done to
account for soil carbon storage processes. Additionally, a system of monitoring
plant roots and soil moisture must be developed to determine how the
environmental factors that impact carbon storage are changing due to climate
change.
In order to begin to increase soil carbon, soil scientists across the globe
developed the goal of increasing the amount of carbon within soils by 0.04%, or
by 4 per mille, in order to potential use soil to offset human emissions (Minansy
et al., 2017). Using soil data from 20 regions across the globe, it was determined
that an increase in soil carbon of 0.04% within the top 1 meter could result in the
potential sequestration of 2-3 Pg of carbon per year (Minansy et al., 2017). This
is the equivalent of a 20-30% offset in the 11 Pg carbon (40 Pg of CO2 ) emitted
yearly by humans (La Quere et al., 2018).
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The goal of increasing soil carbon is complicated by many of inherent
conditions present within the soil. First, the potential of soil to store carbon is not
universal. For example, desert soil will have limited capacity for increased carbon
storage due to increased water repellency that will prevent the addition of new
carbon from reaching mineral surfaces. As a result, there is thought to be limited
opportunity for desert soils to reach the required 0.04% carbon increases to meet
storage goals (Schlesinger and Amundson, 2019). As a desert soil cover a large
amount of the Earth surface, the amount of soil in which storage enhancements
could be achieved is thought to be limited to forest and agriculture land
(Schlesinger and Amundson, 2019). Furthermore, carbon storage is thought to
not be permanent and is often reversible (Powlson et al., 2011). For example, if
mineral bound organic matter is exposed to oxalic acid then stored carbon can
be removed from mineral surfaces and lost to decomposition. Currently, the
baseline soil carbon estimates used to produce the goal do not fully take into
account how soil carbon storage may be impacted by processes that alter soil
carbon loss, such as depth of roots and moisture.
Additionally, the 4 per mille goal does not provide a means by which soil
carbon can be increased. The lack of methods for enhancing carbon storage is in
part because soil carbon storage is dependent on understanding localized
conditions, such a plant root depth. In order to begin to meet the 4 per mille goal,
there must first be a determination of localized soil carbon amounts followed by a
monitoring program to determine the impact of soil carbon loss processes on
storage. In the United States, a basic program, the Rapid Carbon Assessment
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program (RaCA) was set up by the USDA and National Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) to establish initial national estimates of carbon at specific
locations within the United States (Willis et al., 2014). The purpose of the RaCA
was to establish soil carbon amount estimates across 6000 individual sites down
to 1 meter in depth (Willis et al., 2014). The RaCA estimated carbon in soil across
17 regions within the continental United States grouped by similar climatic factors
(Figure 6.1). The results of the program found most soil carbon was located
within the top 5 cm of most soil, with the largest carbon amounts located within
coastal wetlands when all carbon amounts where averaged together (Rapid
Carbon Assessment Project, 2013).
Although the RaCA provided an estimation of the amount of carbon in
specific locations, it is limited in that mineral bonding and numerous
environmental factors, such as roots and moisture were not accounted for at the
sampling sites. The RaCA also did not determine changes in carbon amounts
over long periods of time as the program was a single year study. In order to
determine how to increase soil carbon, soil carbon sampling must change to
account for the factors that impact carbon storage. For example, sampling must
take into account land use changes on the sampling site if the scale of human
impact on soil is to be accounted for in carbon estimates (e.g. Zaehle et al.,
2007). Current estimates also do not account for historic or current changes in
land use, such as city growth or afforestation (Minasny et al., 2017). However,
the main change to soil carbon sampling must be the depth to which sampling
occurs.
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The RaCA estimates of carbon extend to a 1 meter depth, but the reliance
on a universal sampling depth limit is not useful for determining baseline carbon
amounts measurements. Soil carbon sampling will ultimately need to exceed 1
meter because of the of the wide range of climates and land uses within the US
results in large variations in plants and root depths. Sampling must occur down to
the lowest depths at which roots are present as roots exudates are a large
controlling mechanism for soil carbon storage. For example, within colder and
permafrost soils, soil with roots had over 1.5 times the amount of carbon lost
from root soil than from soil with little roots (Keuper et al., 2020). As a result, 1
meter may not be an adequate sampling depth to develop an accurate estimation
of the amount of soil carbon; especially as root depth in some climates is
predicted to deepen past 1 meter by 2100 (Keuper et al., 2020).
Sampling may not be able to be done uniformly across the entirety of the
US. Sampling should ultimately be region specific and in concurrence with
changes in land, vegetation, and climatic conditions. In the subsoil, the slow rate
of carbon accumulation in subsoils makes estimating changes in soil carbon
difficult to establish on current 3-5 year sampling cycles. Therefore, sampling
must be undertaken with relative frequency (Post et al., 2001), and not just every
3-5 years. While recognizing that extensive soil sampling costs is expensive,
sampling should occur at a depth that accounts for all factors that impact carbon
storage, such as the depth of roots and reach of soil water. In addition to
changing the depth to which soil carbon sampling occurs, a carbon monitoring
program needs to be developed to determine carbon loss due to environmental
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factors. Many countries, such as Denmark and France have national carbon
monitoring systems in place (e.g. Tashizaden-Toosi et al., 2014; King et al.,
2017), however the extensive size and wide range of environments within the US
would make the development of a national monitoring system difficult. In order to
account for climatic and geographical variance, a monitoring system may be
broken into 17 parts based on the regions developed in the RaCA (Figure 6.1).
The use of these regions would group soil sampling and any solutions to
enhancing carbon storage by similar climates. A carbon monitoring system that
monitors soil carbon amounts below 1 meter in depth would be useful, as
monitoring carbon loss from the subsoil would give greater accuracy to carbon
estimates and how climate change alters these estimates. In a large nation,
carbon monitoring will depend on sampling that takes into account soil carbon at
both the topsoil and subsoil layers as well as environmental factors that influence
carbon input and loss. Monitoring systems must involve direct sampling of soil
carbon on-site and not rely only on computer modeling to determine how soil
carbon changes (Bradford et al., 2016). The potential of soil carbon storage to
help offset human carbon emissions (when combined with reduction in those
emissions) makes a monitoring system worth developing. In order to develop a
monitoring system, it is necessary to first develop experiments that could serve
as the basis for a long term monitoring system. However, monitoring is expensive
and can be impacted by complex and often interacting environmental factors. In
order to take cost into account, a monitoring system should focus on mineral
content and plant roots in two environments where environmental conditions are
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most varied. A study conducted in a forest and prairie environment, would
compare oxalic acid concentrations in both environments. The comparisons of
concentrations of oxalic acid would determine the carbon amounts in parts of the
soil impacted by oxalic acid. Furthermore, a comparison of oxalic acid
concentrations in the soil tongue and soil matrix is needed to understand soil
carbon storage. This is particularly important at depth, where oxalic acid is most
likely to reduce carbon storage. Ideally, this study would show that because trees
have deeper root depths than prairie shrubs, there is greater reduction in carbon
amounts at depth in the soil tongues of forests than prairie shrubs. Oxalic acid
concentrations would also be higher in forest environments due to the increased
amount of roots in forests. Prairies would likely have less carbon loss at depth
and would be less impacted by oxalic acid induced carbon losses.

Figure 6.1- Rapid Carbon Assessment estimation of carbon amounts down
to 1 meter (100 cm) over 17 regions. Regions have a similar climatic
grouping (USDA-NRCS, 2016).
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A comparison study of oxalic acid in different environments will
compare the amount of oxalic acid excretions and carbon amounts in soil
across temperate forest and prairie/field environments in the United States.
The experiment will use soil samples taken below 1 meter and preferably to the
lowest limit of roots as determined by the plant species with the deepest root
depths. At a minimum soil sampling should occur to at least 3 meters in depth.
Samples should be taken both in the soil tongue and soil matrix every 30
centimeters between 1 and 3 meters, occurring around a plant with the deepest
roots in the respective environment. Samples should be tested for oxalic
concentrations and amount of organic matter in both soil tongue and matrix
between 1 and 3 meters. Oxalic acid in soil is most commonly measured using
high performance liquid chromatography (Zhang et al., 2018). Organic matter
amounts will be studied through NMR. Samples should be taken every month, as
carbon loss due to oxalic acid secretion is thought to occur within a couple weeks
of initial exposure. Monthly sampling will allow for a determination of how
amounts of organic matter are changing at depth and over time.
As a result of this study, it would be possible to conclude that any carbon
increasing efforts would focus on prairie soils. These soils will have less change
in carbon amounts and are less impacted by oxalic acid at depth, due to less
roots. This study would set up the basis of studies that need to be performed to
begin a monitoring system that monitors both environmental conditions and
carbon amounts changes in soil.
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Chapter 7: Summary
Soil can be a potential solution to climate change. Soil can store several
times the amount of carbon currently in the atmosphere. In order to fully take
advantage of soil carbon storage, the chemistry of soil must be understood.
Primarily, soil carbon storage is not equal across all soil depths. Most soil carbon
is stored in subsoil, where the carbon is less likely to be lost to the atmosphere
via microbial decomposition or erosion. Carbon is stored in subsoil due to a
chemical process known as mineral bonding. Mineral bonding is a complex
process where organic matter attaches to mineral surfaces. In subsoil, mineral
bonding occurs mainly on the surface of clay minerals and iron hydroxides.
Organic matter is stored through layered attachment onto a mineral surface. The
layered attachment on mineral surface allows large amounts of carbon to be
maintained in soil for long periods.
Soil carbon storage is a dynamic process where the amount of carbon
stored through mineral bonding is dependent on the environmental conditions in
a soil, such as moisture and plant roots. Moisture moves organic matter from the
soil to the mineral surface allowing more mineral bonding to occur. However,
water also removes organic matter from the soil during cation exchange
processes, where by the exposure of organic matter in the outer layers of carbon
is removed from the mineral surface. Plant roots also contribute to carbon loss
through the secretion of root exudates.
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The most important exudate is oxalic acid, which can cause dissolution of iron
hydroxides and the release of all organic matter. Exposure of mineral bonded
carbon to oxalic acid is a major contributor to carbon loss from subsoil.
The impact of roots and moisture in soil carbon storage must be
considered when determining how to increase carbon storage, as both roots and
moisture can cause significant loss of soil carbon and disrupt carbon storage
enhancement efforts. In order to begin to accomplish the goal of increasing soil
carbon in the United States, it is necessary to first determine baseline carbon
amounts that take into account carbon at different depths. Any carbon increases
in soil will be dependent on the climatic conditions that change the amount of soil
carbon stored. As such, carbon estimates need to be in concurrence with
environmental factors, such as sampling carbon to the deepest possible depth of
roots to fully account for carbon potentially lost through dissolution of mineral
bonds by oxalic acid.
Long term monitoring efforts of carbon must also take place to determine
how environmental conditions impact carbon storage. For example, a monitoring
system could begin with determining carbon amounts and oxalic acid
concentrations in forest and prairie soils. Due to shallower root depths, prairie
soils may store more carbon as oxalic acid exposure is not dissolving mineral
bonds at depth. As a result, focusing any soil carbon enhancements efforts on
prairies soils may be more productive for decreasing human carbon emissions
than enhancement efforts in forest soils. In soil science, carbon sequestration in
soil is often considered to be one of many potential solutions to climate change. If
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soil carbon can be increased there is potential to offset human carbon emissions
over the next few decades. However, to effectively use soil for carbon storage will
require altering how carbon sampling is done, frequent sampling to account for
changing environmental conditions, and a vigorous monitoring system using
carbon data collected from soil at depth.
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